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District Data

Early Learning Data
- Early Learning Demographics
- QRIS Indicators
- Health Screening
- Other Screening Information
- Assessments of children’s progress

Early Learning Dashboards

Tri-County Data Warehouse
Goals for the Early Learning Initiative

1. Develop the infrastructure for Early Learning cross-agency data sharing

2. Create a systems map for data sources and key data elements

3. Use the CDE's Unique Identifier as the common link across all early childhood providers and school districts

4. Build out Early Learning dashboards
Progress to Date

- Monthly meetings of the Early Learning Data Mapping Collaborative to map source systems
- Assignment of SSIDs for 0-5 year olds
- FMSD is the demonstration site for Early Learning dashboards. Current FMSD dashboards visualize:
  - Healthier Kids screening data
  - DRDP for PreK, TK and K students
  - Data is linked between PreK and K
Franklin McKinley School District’s Early Learning Mission

To work in partnership with families to build an inclusive, equitable and universal system that closes the opportunity, readiness and achievement gaps, ensuring all children in Franklin-McKinley District are succeeding in school by the end of 3rd grade.

How can they use data to accomplish this mission?
Whole Child Measures

Where we’ve begun:
• Healthier Kids screening data
• DRDP for PreK, TK and K students
• Data is linked between PreK and K

Where we’d like to go:
• Behavioral/Mental Health Interventions
• Family Services
• Developmental Concerns (ASQ)
• Early Warning Indicators
First Early Learning Dashboards
PreK DRDP Growth...

2017-18 Pre-Schoolers’ DRDP

DRDP: % MET STANDARDS: 2017-2018 - SOCIAL AND EMOTIONAL

Test Name
- RSP-ER
- RSP-LT
- EXP-ER
- EXP-MD
- EXP-LT
- BLD-ER
- BLD-MD
- BLD-LT
- INT-ER
- INT-MD
- INT-LT
- NY

Identity of Self in Relation to Others (GED 1)
Social and Emotional Understanding (GED 2)
Relationships and Social Interactions with Peers (GED 3)
Relationships and Social Interactions with Familiar Adults (GED 4)
Symbolic and Sociodramatic Play (GED 5)
Can Now Inform Kinder Teachers’ Knowledge

2017-18 Pre-Schoolers’ DRDP Results for their 2018-19 Kinder Teachers
Combined Health Screening and DRDP Data

2018-19 Kinders: PreK DRDP results for those who need post-screening Hearing follow-up
DataZone in 2018

- 28 Foster Vision Districts
- 34 DataZone Districts (18 in Santa Clara County)
- 44 Total Districts in DataZone (DZ & FV)
- Current Student Enrollment: 306,000
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